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NA62 Grid

A detailed howto is being prepared and will be distributed soon, but 
here are roughly the main steps: 

1. Create custom tarball 
Create a custom NA62 MC tarball that contains the NA62MC binary, 
and all needed libraries, and does not depend on a certain linux box 
setup. Then test this tarball on an isolated box. 

2. Prepare job wrapper and MAC 
Customise the job wrapper script and MAC file to fit your MC job 
requirements.  

3. Give tarball, wrapper and MAC to admin 
Send tried and tested tarball to Grid Admin (Dan) to install it via 
CVMFS. Wrapper and mac will be checked by admin and will show 
up in the drop down menu once validated. 

4. Run your jobs 
Use job submission interface to submit your jobs. Monitor them via the 
online interface. Outputs will be stored as set in the wrapper script.
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NA62 Grid

Running custom NA62MC (and later on analysis jobs) can be 
optimised in the following ways: 

1. Minimise custom components 
Instead of a full custom NA62MC package one could customise only 
the MAC and wrapper scripts. Extra functionality could be included in 
the production version of the NA62MC already installed on the grid. 

2. Thoroughly test custom components 
It is inefficient to install custom components and run jobs only to find 
that they fail due to a missing library, or a wrong setting. One should 
test customised MC components first on their system, then again on 
an isolated linux box, and only use the grid once sure your custom 
setup works. 

3. Coordinate with other users 
Talk with other users and/or check the production/run table before 
duplicating any existing channels.  

4. Use the grid only for large scale simulations 
Don’t use the grid as a testbed, but only for large scale simulations

Optimising custom MC/Ana
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